
TELESIN Alu cage for GoPro Hero 12/11/10/9 Ref: 6974944460579
TELESIN Alu cage for GoPro Hero11/10/9
Telesin aluminum protective case for GoPro Hero 12 / 11 / 10 / 9 GP-FMS-G11
Take  care  of  protecting  your  sports  camera  from  damage  and  get  more  interesting  recording  options.  Made  of  aluminum  alloy,  the
Telesin GP-FMS-G11 protective housing is distinguished by its exceptional durability and is equipped with several mounts so that you can
freely mount accessories of your choice on it. It also offers a special protective layer.
 
 
Reliable protection
High-quality  aluminum alloy  was  used  to  make  the  housing,  making  it  extremely  durable  and  resistant  to  damage.  What's  more,  the
accessory  perfectly  fits  the  shape of  the  GoPro  Hero  12 /  11  /  10  /  9,  and as  a  result  can provide  it  with  even better  protection.  The
product is also very easy to install. It is also coated with a special layer that protects the camera from scratches.
 
 
Convenient use
Thanks to its well-thought-out design, the case allows you to comfortably use the camera placed in it and does not limit your options.
One of the sides of the accessory can be opened, which makes it easy to connect the device for charging. You also have enough space to
mount max lenses or ND filters without any obstacles.
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Use additional accessories
Get more options. The housing is equipped with a 1/4″ hole and 2 cold shoe mounts, so you can mount additional accessories on it, such
as a tripod, selfie stick, microphone or additional lighting. Create even more interesting video footage and share it with the world!
 
 
In the box
Case
Allen wrench
M3*4 screw
Brand
Telesin
Name
Aluminum alloy rabbit cage
Model
GP-FMS-G11
Color
Gray
Material
Aluminum alloy
Dimensions
79 x 63 x 33mm
Weight
65g
Compatibility
GoPro Hero 12 / 11 / 10 / 9

Price:

€ 31.00
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